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Go PRO with upgrades for your MTB handlebars
and seat posts

Drop ‘em! Entry-level dropper seat posts new for 2021

New stiffer e-MTB handlebars with wider 35mm clamping diameter

Once upon a time your new bike was probably the bees knees, the envy of your friends, the most-

coveted in the parking lot. But we know your bank balance can’t take the hit of another new bike,

so upgrading your components is the way to breathe some life back into your bike.

With that in mind, PRO’s new handlebars, seat posts and saddles will answer those upgrading

desires to allow you to outperform once more, or at least to make sure you can still attract

envious looks now and again.
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Handlebars:

The new PRO Koryak E-Performance carbon or alloy handlebar (PRHA0574 /

PRHA0573) feature strategically located ports which make it possible to internally wire the

SHIMANO STEPS, or alternative control and head units and cables. This ensures a neat and

cable free cockpit.
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The Koryak E-Performance handlebars also ensure absolute control of your e-MTB even in the

most challenging terrain. They feature an oversized 35 mm clamping area, riser handlebar

design with a 20 mm rise, 11-degree back-sweep, 4-degree up-sweep, width of 800 mm, and a

robust carbon or aluminium construction. When paired with a PRO Koryak E-Performance

Stem, the handlebar’s oversized design matches the robust aesthetic of modern e-Mountain

Bikes. Weight: 245g (carbon) or 285g (alloy)

Dropper Posts:
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Elevate your riding with two new PRO LT level Dropper seatpost (Internal: PRSP0246, and

External: PRSP0247). Joining PRO’s more premium Tharsis and Koryak dropper posts, the LT

range is a more affordable model with internal or external cable routing options.

PRO LT Internal dropper seat post:

PRO LT External dropper seat post:
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Coming with 150 mm of infinite travel, the strong alloy construction of the PRO LT Dropper

seatpost will have you outperforming in no time. Diameter options: 30.9 mm or 31.6 mm.

Saddles:

The PRO Stealth Off-road Sport Saddle (PRSA0368) brings a more affordable option to PRO’s

highly regarded Stealth range.   Designed for gravel riders and mountain bikers, this short nose,

anatomically cut design allows mountain bikers and gravel riders to get deep into the saddle

when they need to grind out the power.
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The aggressive, forward position on the saddle is easy on the sit bones thanks to a wide nose and

an off-road specific PU padding. The Sport edition is the more affordable version of the popular

PRO Stealth Off-road saddle, featuring Chrome-Moly rails and PU padding, rather than

stainless-steel and lightweight EVA padding. Compatible with PRO saddle accessories.     

Whichever direction you choose, PRO’s new MTB lines will allow you to upgrade and

outperform in 2022.

Please contact your local PRO distributor for specific availability information.
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NOTES TO EDITORS:
1.       EMBARGO TIME/DATE: 19:00 CEST,  Tuesday 31st August 2021

 

2.       IMAGES: Available on Dropbox here:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/xqoy0t08x666bum/AABs5iqFS47JArSTHlXRjTi9a?dl=0

3.       ABOUT PRO: Join the PRO Community and experience a better sports bicycle

experience. Each one of our products is born from relentless research, development and testing,

utilising the latest material and design technologies. From professional athletes to casual riders,

whether you are racing or cycling to the shop, PRO’s components help ensure you get the most

from your bike. Achieve the perfect fit. Select the most comfortable saddle. And keep your

bicycle in show-room condition with PRO components, tools and accessories.

 

4.        WHY PRO:

·         PRO offers you a better sports bicycle experience.

·         PRO puts your needs at the centre of every product we develop.

·         PRO relies on the feedback of riders to continually develop and refine products.

·         Each PRO handlebar, stem and seatpost product boasts a Lifetime Warranty*

·         30-day Money-Back Guarantee on all PRO saddles.

·         Everyone at PRO is as passionate about riding bikes as you are.

* Product expected lifetime 10 years.
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